Abstract-We consider the problem of finding large scale mobility patterns. A common challenge in mobility tracking systems is that large quantity of data is spread out spatially and temporally across many tracking sensors. We thus devise a spatial sampling and information exchange protocol that provides probabilistic guarantees on detecting prominent patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern sensing and localization technologies have given rise to large quantities of location and trajectory data. As a result, the analysis of such trajectories has become a fundamental research topic. For example, in urban scenarios, understanding of paths used by vehicles is essential in transport management and smart cities [22] , [21] , [17] , [21] , [9] . Digital maps, like OpenStreetMap, use trajectory information to update and refine map data. Knowledge of movements of the masses can be beneficial to adapting wireless infrastructures to changing traffic demands [19] .
Past works related to tracking of moving targets with sensors have usually focused on identifying individual targets and localizing them continuously [4] , [20] , thus recording their trajectories. In this paper, we look beyond tracking individual targets and consider the problem of extracting common patterns in moving targets from data stored in distributed sensors over a large region.
A major challenge in this form of trajectory processing is that the dataset is spread out spatially over many sensors, making it hard to collect, process, and store. Transmitting all data to a central location incurs impractical costs when tracking a large population. We thus take the approach of efficiently filtering the data locally to obtain the aggregate global results. In the example in Fig. 1 we have sensor nodes (circles) deployed in a domain and they can detect the users passing in their vicinity. There are three main clusters: a pink, a green and a blue cluster. The objective is to detect such clusters among the motion of large number of travelers, where data is recorded by spatially distributed sensors.
The problem is challenging because clusters of complete trajectories do not necessarily represent mobility patterns. Consider, for example, travelers that have very different start and destination locations, but nonetheless share a sequence of highway routes in the middle. We are interested in such sections of trajectories that are common to many users, which may be applied to infer road networks [1] , and traffic management. However, finding clusters consisting of such sub-trajectories is a substantially different problem than clustering point sets. In fact, finding large sets of matching subtrajectories is NP-hard in the geometric version of the problem [5] .
Our Contributions. We formulate the problem of significant trajectory patterns in a road network as finding paths of sufficient length that have been used by sufficiently many travelers k. The static sensors in the network are assumed to store the id of each mobile object passing through it. A popular path thus consists of a subset of k ids that appear in all sensors along the path. It is this subset of ids and the sequence of sensors that we must identify.
Solving the popular paths problem probabilistically in a distributed setup can be split into two fundamental challenges. The first is to determine sensors that need to be sampled and should exchange information to detect the common sets of size k. Note that the set of ids in each sensor can be large, and checking against all sensors in the system can be expensive. The second problem is to minimize the information exchanged between any two selected sensors to detect the intersection set efficiently, even when each sensor may store a large number of ids.
For the first question, we perform a hierarchic sampling of sensors. The higher levels of the sampling contain a sparse deployment of sensors, and detect the longer patterns of paths, while the lower levels with dense deployment of sensors detect shorter paths. We show in theoretical analysis that a small fraction (corresponding to 1/ ) of sampled sensors serves to detect paths of length or more with high probability. This implies that in resource constrained scenarios, a sparse deployment of sensors at only a few road junctions suffices.
For the second question, we devise a sketching based protocol to compare id sets at pairs of sensors. The sketching protocol incrementally exchanges larger and larger samples, until the sensors can infer with confidence that they have seen a common set of size at least k.
These mechanisms have the property that given a query, they identify the more prominent patterns first (i.e., paths of larger values of k and ). As a result, they can be easily adapted to low time and resource availability, where the most important results are guaranteed to be delivered. Detail of results degrade gracefully with diminishing resources.
This randomized framework is found to be orders of magnitude more efficient than a deterministic method in both theory and experiments, and it produces results with very low errors. It can be applied to streaming mobility data and it provably offers differential privacy. Figure 2 shows that the results for applying the randomized and deterministic algorithms on a particular dataset are virtually almost identical. Our extensive experiments show several interesting results, which suggest that our technique can produce good results in a sparse deployment and with small number of samples. Figure 3 (a) shows popular paths with a high support value of k ≥ 40 in a set of 200 trajectories, thus identifying highly popular patterns. Figure 3(b) shows the patterns restricted to one particular junction, displaying the most popular destinations from that point.
II. RELATED WORKS
Finding clusters and medians of trajectories have been treated from the computational geometry and database points of view in [6] , [15] , [18] . In these approaches, the focus is usually on clustering a given set of complete trajectories with the same starting and ending points.
Tracking of groups or clusters of moving objects has been studied in several works -see for example [11] , [14] and references therein. These methods aim to keep track of groups as they move at the same time, and thus do not apply to clustering of trajectories that have followed similar paths at different times. A recent work [8] , employs MinHash signatures to record mobile entities in a sensor network and answer queries regarding persistent paths. The technique here is geared toward only very large sets of moving objects -constant fractions of the whole population -and thus is difficult to apply for smaller clusters, or where the population size may be unknown. Mining of trajectory patterns has been addressed in [12] . In this work, regions of interest must be identified manually. A pattern is then defined as a sequence of regions of interest along with the travel times in between.
Methods based on randomized sampling have been applied to streaming data for more efficient analysis of long timeseries. However, in our work we consider a distributed scenario where we want to reduce the quantity of data stored and communicated between sensors and at the same time guarantee consistency across the sensors in the preserved data.
The problem of clustering geometric sub-trajectories has been addressed in [5] . Here, in addition to the parameters popularity k and length , a thickness parameter d is used in clusters. All sub-trajectories in a cluster are required to be within distance d of each-other, measured under the Fréchet distance [2] . The results in [5] show the problem of finding clusters with maximal to be NP-hard, and constant factor approximations to be O(N 2 ) in computational cost where N is the total input size. Therefore, this method is impractical for distributed operation, large datasets and streaming data.
Unlike these methods, we take a more practical point of view, where we transform the problem to finding sub-trajectory clusters in a graph such as a road network.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Let us consider the setup where mobile objects are tracked by static sensors or access points on a road network. We assume that each sensing device can identify mobile objects.
The sensors are assumed to be deployed densely, at unit intervals along any path. (We will show later that few sensors in fact suffice.) The sensors record when an object is within range. For any mobile object, the temporal sequence of sensors that have tracked it, represent the object's trajectory in space.
Let us now define the set of significant popular paths in a dataset, based on two properties: they should have sufficient length, and they should have sufficient support, meaning they should be used by enough number of travelers: Definition 3.1. (k, ) popular paths: The set of maximallength paths of span at least that have support of at least k (i.e. used at least k times). We define span to be the Euclidean distance between the start and end points of the path.
Both k and are lower bounds. Longer overlaps of trajectories and those used by more targets are likely to be more important and of interest to the user. Also note that we are only interested in the maximal overlaps, that is, if a path P is in the output, no subpath of P can be in the output.
The parameters k and are to be supplied by the user. This lets the user control the query with respect to the application and available resources. For example, in an urban region, only routes of interest are those with support in several thousands, while in rural regions, supports are expected to be lower, but distances larger. Also note that the definition allows the user to simply query for popular path by numbers -e.g. "Paths of length at least 3 km used by at least 500 people", without any accessory knowledge such as geographic range of operation, or size of population, as required by [8] .
For a given trajectory set T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . T n }, let us assume that each trajectory is of length at most m. The essential challenge in computing popular subtrajectories comes from the fact that there are Ω(nm 2 ) subpaths of all possible lengths over the complete set of n trajectories.
One possible approach to the (k, ) queries problem is to consider all possible sub-trajectories, and sort them in Ω(nm 2 log(nm 2 )) time. Then, matching sub-trajectories are merged, which gives us the k-values for each sub-trajectory. We can create a sorted index on k and use that to answer the query. This pre-processing is already impractical for datasets consisting of large trajectories.
Data structures such as generalized suffix trees can improve query time for centralized substring search [7] , but how they can be utilized for our distributed problem is far from trivial, and cannot avoid the worst case Ω(nm) cost.
IV. RANDOMIZED DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHMS
The model we assume is a graph G representing a road network. The nodes correspond to locations where the static sensors are placed. Nodes are connected via edges which can correspond to streets or sequence of streets. Throughout the presentation, we therefore use the terms sensors and nodes interchangeably.
A trajectory of a mobile object T = v 1 , v 2 , . . . passes though a sequence of sensors. Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . be a sequence of sensors that detects and records the mobile object. We represent the whole set of ids of the objects detected by sensor u as S(u). We also use L(P ) and K(P ) to represent the span (or length) and support of a path P . Approach Overview. We consider a hierarchy of the sensors in G where at each level of the hierarchy only a subset of the sensors is active (i.e., is used). Consider the example of Figure 4 , at a particular level of the hierarchy, where only the colored sensors are the active ones. We choose and compare (active) sensors at random at each level in order to detect candidate popular paths.
Suppose a path like P is sufficiently long, we will show that at least some of the sensors on it will be active at the considered level. First, sensors u and v estimate the number of trajectory ids they have both seen |S(u) ∩ S(v)| using an intersection estimation protocol. Second, sensors u and v estimate the span of P .
If the estimated size of intersection is at least k and the distance between the selected sensors is at least ≈ , the sensors can conclude that P is a candidate for a popular pattern. Then it can be checked that set S(u) ∩ S(v) passes through a path in G. We describe an algorithm that runs through all levels of the sensors hierarchy and detects all paths down to length .
We will start the detailed algorithm description with the intersection computation protocol to estimate the size of
|S(u) ∩ S(v)|.

A. Intersection estimation
The purpose of this protocol is to compute a fundamental quantity -the size of intersection of sets of mobile ids seen by sensors u and v. The inference of popular paths will depend on efficient estimation of this quantity. Consider the scenario of Fig. 4 where a path cluster P passes through nodes u and v, and S(u) and S(v) are sets of trajectory ids passing through them. Let μ = K(P ) = |S(u) ∩ S(v)| be the size of the intersection. Our goal is to efficiently find an estimate for μ.
Each of S(u) and S(v) can be individually large, thus a simple protocol such as transmitting S(u) to v and computing the intersection at v is inefficient as it requires quadratic computation cost and communication cost proportional to the size of the set in consideration. We describe an iterative protocol that can estimate the size at considerably lower communication cost.
Our protocol will operate by comparing random samples of S(u) and S(v) for iteratively larger sizes. At every node u, we first use a hash function H 1 to save a random subset of S(u). Let us say that the size of the saved subset H 1 (S(u))
is |S(u)|/2. This can be realized by using the function H 1 to hash items to 2 buckets, from which we preserve elements in the first bucket and discard everything else. Using the same hash function at every node ensures that nodes u and v will save the same subset of S(u) ∩ S(v).
Next, each node u pre-computes a sequence of sub-samples using iterative hashes: H 1 (S(u))) 
The sets B are the intersection sketches of nodes.
. S(v)).
When computing intersection S(u) ∩ S(v), let us suppose without loss of generality, that S(u) is the smaller of the two sets. Nodes u and v can decide this by simply exchanging the size of their contents. They also exchange the size of u's hash hierarchy given by β. Next, node u follows the sketch transmission procedure in rounds:
Algorithm 1 Intersection protocol for node u with smaller S(u).
Input: Hierarchy size β, Recursive Hash buckets
Find j such that
Send (B 
Receive (B Send terminate to u. Break.
8:
end if 9: end for 10: send ρ to u At the end of computation, the variable ρ indicates the estimate for the actual size μ of the intersection. The threshold η determines the confidence of the intersection being large enough. The following theorem shows that η ≥ 3 ε 2 ln 1 δ suffices to ensure that the estimate ρ is within an ε factor with probability at least 1 − δ. Note that if a terminate message is not generated and ρ = 0, it implies that the intersection size was not estimated with the required confidence 1 − δ. 
j . Using Chernoff bound [16] and setting η = 
Scaling all terms on the left hand side by 2 j gives the required probability ≤ δ.
The theorem implies that a sample size of Therefore, a node only needs to store and use O(S(u)/k) elements in order to estimate the intersection size. Observe that as data volume increases, the patterns of interest are those that satisfy larger k, for example, in thousands. Thus, in a busy urban scenario, the information sample needed by this protocol is only a small fraction (such as one thousandths) of the data.
Based on the above, we can add an additional termination condition to the protocol, where node u stops computation when |B , along with the information that it was computed at level j of hash hierarchy, can be seen as a sketch of the intersection S(u) ∩ S(v). Such a sketch has constant size at each level j and it can be used to verify the existence of the same subset of elements at other nodes -through which the trajectory cluster passes. Set intersection can also be estimated using MinHash sketches [13] , [8] , however, these are restricted to detecting intersections a constant fraction of the set sizes. In contrast, our sketch protocol can be applied to detect intersection with any user specified number of elements.
B. Path length (span) estimation.
For this analysis, we assume that edges in the graph have bounded length, and neighboring vertices are not far from each other. This is simply for ease of explanation. As we will show, a small number of sensors relative to the graph size in fact suffices to estimate path lengths with high probability. More precisely, we focus on the detection of trajectories with a large span. We sometimes use length and span interchangeably. Suppose we sample the sensors such that each node is selected to be active with probability p. Proof: The probability that a particular sensor node is not selected is 1 − p, therefore: the probability that none of the L nodes along T is selected is
By using union bound, p ≥ 1 L ln 2 δ suffices to obtain two sensors on a trajectory with probability 1 − δ. Notice that having two active sensors on a trajectory T suffices to test whether T belongs in a popular enough cluster of trajectories. Another consequence of this observation is that a corresponding sampling rate in fact suffices to estimate the length of a path with a small error. This follows from the fact that with high probability there is a sampled sensor close to both the start and end of a trajectory: Corollary 4.5. Given a trajectory T of length , let t s and t e be the segments of length ε 2 at the start and end of T (see Fig. 4 ). If p ≥ 1 εL ln 2 δ then the probability that both t s and t e contain a sampled sensor is at least (1 − δ).
The proof follows from Obs. 4.4 using union bound. It implies that sampling at this rate produces enough sensors to estimate the length or span of any trajectory to within a factor of (1 − ε).
C. Finding (k, ) popular paths
We now describe the algorithm that efficiently finds all the (k, ) popular paths, by combining the results above. We are looking for the longest, and more important paths first. In order to do that, our algorithm operates in rounds, where in each round a denser fraction of the deployed sensors is considered. This is achieved by building an hierarchy of the sensors in G, as follows: Hierarchy building. The hierarchy consists of sets G i denoting the selected (i.e., active) nodes at level i (G 0 contains all nodes of G). A sensor node u in G i makes a random choice of probability q to promote itself to G i+1 and thus be selected at that level. Thus, each node promotes itself to a higher level until it makes a decision not to promote any more. The hierarchy of G i nodes can be thus built through purely local computations. Each G i consists of a set selected from G with probability q i . Additionally, each node u knows the sequence of hash functions H 1 , H 2 , . . . and maintains the corresponding subsets B 0 , B 1 , . . . , as described earlier.
Query processing. Given a query with parameters k, , our algorithm starts at the topmost level of the hierarchy. At any level i, a node u ∈ G i considers the set of nodes {v ∈ G i : |u − v| ≤ } to estimate |S(u) ∩ S(v)|. We call these nodes the i-neighbors of u. For any cluster set C = S(u) ∩ S(v), the length of the cluster can be estimated as |u − v|, which denotes the distance (i.e., number of edges) between u and v. If |u − v| ≥ and |C| ≥ k, then the path between u and v is a candidate cluster.From Obs. 4.4, at any level i, we can expect to have two nodes on any trajectory of length ln(2/δ)/q i with probability at least 1 − δ. Next, we need to verify that the trajectories in C travel together from u to v. Suppose c is the constant sized sketch of C, computed according to our intersection protocol. c can be checked at all neighbours of u in G 0 , and identify the node through which C passes. This node can further forward c to trace the path up to v, essentially doing a breadth first search. We avoid paying the high computational cost of breadth first by randomly picking a trajectory T ∈ C and check if c is found in the sensors constituting T (or their 1-hop neighbours) between sensor nodes u and v. This technique can be used to search further and trace the complete path of C beyond u and v in t s and t e .
Once the path is traced, the set c can be removed from all nodes in the path to avoid duplicate results at lower level searches. Then we can proceed to level i − 1 and repeat the process.
Theorem 4.6. Any (k, ) popular path is detected with probability 1 − δ in G logq(ln(4/δ)/ ) using a trajectory sample size O(n/k).
Proof: As discussed above, popular trajectories of length can be detected with probability (1 − δ/2) in G logq(ln(4/δ)/ ) . Analogously, a sample size O(S(u)/k) suffices to detect intersections of size k with probability (1 − δ/2). In the worst case, when S(u) = n, the sample size required is O(n/k). By using union abound, the given (k, ) trajectory is detected with probability 1 − δ.
D. A distributed in-network query system
We describe how popular path queries are handled efficiently in a distributed system. Localized query at node u. Let us consider first a restricted version of the problem, where the user wants to know (k, ) popular paths through a particular node u. This query is important on its own. It corresponds to asking the utility of a busy intersection or road (see for example Figure 3(b) ).
Node u can operate top-down starting from the highest level of the hierarchy. Let L i = ln(2/δ)/q i be the scale of level i.
At level i, u communicates with all nodes in G i in a radius of L i around itself and computes intersections of id-sets (note that in this case, u itself may not be in G i ) and searches for (k, ) paths as described earlier. Since sampling rate for level Global query. For the version where (k, ) paths through all nodes are required, the procedure starts at pairs of nodes at the topmost level and moves through lower levels as before.
In both versions, each successful intersection computation is followed up with a tracing of the cluster using the constant sized summary, to check continuity of the path. The expected cost of tracing the clusters is O(L) where L is the total length of the (k, )-clusters. We find in our experiments that if a cluster of trajectories is common in two different nodes, all the trajectories of the cluster usually traverse the same path in between. Thus, this verification step can be omitted in practice.
E. Properties of the randomized algorithm
Our system has several desirable properties: 1) Adaptive resolution, as it outputs the longest and most important paths first. It can thus be resource efficient in constrained situations. 2) Adaptation to streaming data, as new data can be incrementally incorporated in the system in constant time. 3) Storage and communication efficiency, as each node needs only a sample size S(u)/k. 4) Adjustement for directed paths, by recording the timestamp when each mobile object is seen by a node. 5) Differential privacy, on which we will elaborate next.
Differential privacy [10] was introduced as a measure of privacy for aggregate query mechanisms. Let x be the record of a particular user, which is included in the database. By making the same query on a dataset D and then on D \ {x}, the adversary can infer the value of the attribute for the user, without explicitly asking for this value. An ε-differentially private randomized algorithm intends to guard against such attacks, where smaller values of ε provide better privacy. 
Observe that by virtue of the small 1/k-fraction sample requirement, the privacy is strong. For example, for k = 100, ln k k−1 ≈ 0.01, which implies strong privacy.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our algorithms and emulated the system on various datasets of GPS traces. The results discussed here correspond to a dataset of taxicab traces [3] . The main observations are:
• The lengths of subpaths can be estimated accurately even with small samples of sensors.
• The support of subpaths can be estimated accurately using small samples of the trajectory set and the summary based intersection computation method.
• Given values k, , our technique detects almost all popular paths, even with small sampling rates of sensor nodes, at significantly lower costs from the deterministic approach.
• The detected popular clusters let us predict the motion of collections of users along the popular routes.
• Paths that pass through two different sensor neighborhoods, usually traverse a similar trajectory in between. Thus, a sparse deployment of sensing devices can suffice to obtain accurate estimate of clusters at low cost.
The dataset consists of taxi daily trips with sampling intervals of ≈ 7 secs. In the experiments, we use trajectories extracted from 150 trips of randomly selected taxi drivers.
We assume a deployment of wireless devices in a square grid graph G of spacing 400 meters. That is, we assume there is a wireless device (a sensing node) covering each square in the grid. This separation corresponds approximately to cellular base station densities in urban regions. Each GPS trajectory is converted to a sequence of cell locations on the grid based on the nearest base station location. We assume one hop on this graph to be the unit of distance. We present our results in terms of hop distance (i.e., 1 unit distance = 1 hop = 400m).
In Fig. 3(a) we show a set of popular paths computed from 200 trajectories, with support at least 40 users and average length 7 hops (i.e., ≈ 3km). Salient features of traffic, such as popular streets in city center, can be detected from this small example.
Accuracy of length detection. We consider approximately 400 subtrajectories of lengths from a few to many kilometres (maximum, 100km ).
Each level i of the node hierarchy corresponds to a sampling frequency q. For each trajectory t in the grid G, we consider the set of q-sampled sensing nodes that belong to level i, and find the sampled nodes u and v that are closest to the ends of the subtrajectory. If L(u, v) is the distance from u to v in G the length of the sub trajectory is estimated as L(u, v) + 2/q. Fig. 5(a) shows that, even at very high levels of hierarchy, where nodes are sampled sparsely, the error in estimates of length of subtrajectories is small. For subpaths of smaller lengths (e.g, 5km) the error is higher, as our sensing nodes have a spacing of 400m. However, the error is not very large and it is less than 5% even at sparse sampling rates of 0.3 for longer and therefore more significant paths. Accuracy of support detection: Fig 5(b) shows the accuracy of estimating the size of the intersection between two sensing nodes, for various sampling rates of the trajectory set, using our intersection protocol. We observe that, even for small intersection sizes and sampling rates, the error of the estimation is at most 20%, while it becomes more accurate as the size of intersection increases.
Comparison with deterministic method: We would like to ensure that any popular subpath is detected with high probability. We ran the deterministic method described in Section III on the dataset of 400 subtrajectories, for queries of various support values (k ≥ 15) and various lengths (from 20 to 100 hops). This method finds all popular paths. For each popular path found we check if there are at least two sampled sensing nodes on them. In Fig. 5(c) we plot the percentage of popular paths detected at different sampling rates of the sensing nodes. Even at very small sampling rates, our technique detects more than 80% of the popular subpaths.
Computation times: One of our main motivations for designing the randomized algorithm was greater efficiency. We compare the running times of the deterministic and the randomized methods on an Intel(R) i5 PC at 3.20GHz and 7.7GB RAM, running scientific linux 6. For (k, l) queries on combinations of k ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 20} and l ∈ {10, 20, 25, 30} hops, with δ = 0.15, we run 10 queries per (k, l) combination and averaged the running times for both algorithms, computed as follows.
For the deterministic algorithm, for every (k, l) query we computed the time to extract all subpaths of length at least l, the time to count the supports of the subpaths and the time to remove redundant subpaths. For the randomized algorithm, for every (k, l) query we time the sampling of nodes for every level of the hierarchy and the detection of subpaths, starting from the top-most level of the hierarchy to the lowest (i.e, p = 0.9). As shown in Fig. 6 (a) the deterministic approach requires orders of magnitude more computation time compared to the randomized approach. For datasets of 200 trajectories, our method answers a query in the order of seconds, whereas the deterministic approach requires several hours. For every query, we computed the total communication cost required per level of the hierarchy, assuming greedy geographic routing for message exchange, and including the size of the sketches. In particular,for a single path, we estimated the communication cost assuming that the size of the message exchanged along the path is s(u)/k, which is the sufficient sample size for estimating instersections w.h.p, as shown in our analysis. Figure 6(b) shows that the cumulative communication cost drops fast for longer and popular paths. Sparse sensor deployments. We conducted tests on trajectories that have at least two sensors in common to see how often they use the same intermediate path. Fig. 6(c) shows that the median accuracy is more than 90% at all scales including very long paths, meaning that these trajectories more or less stay together. Fig. 6(d) shows that the median Hausdorff distance of two such paths is also usually small compared to their lengths. Therefore, a sparse deployment of sensors, where we do not have reliable information about intermediate trajectories, can still produce useful clusters. Predictability of trajectories. We hypothesize that along popular paths, users tend to move in predictable ways, and would like to evaluate the predictability at different levels of the sensing hierarchy. Given any two sensor nodes at a particular level of the hierarchy, if there are popular paths going through them, we compute the fraction of those continuing to their different neighbour (see Fig.7(a) for an example). We would like to know how many of these trajectories continue in the same direction as the most popular set of paths.
(a) (b) In clusters containing at least 10% of trajectories, the average fraction of trajectories that continue to the same next node in the given sampling. Fig. 7(b) shows that in any popular cluster (with over 10% of trajectories in the system), a substantial fraction continues in the same direction. Even for sparse sampling rates of 0.05, corresponding to lengths of at least 1.5km, 40% of trajectories continue along the popular direction. At denser samples predictability rises to 70%.
VI. CONCLUSION
We described a distributed scheme to find popular paths. The results show that it is possible to obtain fairly accurate results even with a small deployment of sensors and a small sample of users. Our randomized mechanism is naturally differentially private and adaptable to streaming data. The experiments show that users in popular paths tend to stay together even over large distances, and the clusters are good predictors of short term motion.
